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Pantai Segara Ayu is a charming white sandy beach known for its romantic sunrises. Located in Sanur Kaja Village, 
in the district of South Denpasar, Denpasar City, Bali, this beach offers a wide sea view, a refreshing sea breeze, and 
a shady atmosphere.

Visitors can also witness the activities of local fishermen, with rows of traditional double outrigger boats moored on 
the shore, creating a colourful and beautiful scene.
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• LOCAL WALKING, JOGGING OR CYCLING
 FROM SEGARA AYU BEACH TO KARANG BEACH

Activity length with breaks : 1.5 hours 

Difficulty : Easy

Suitability : Suitable for all 

  AROUND 2.1 KM 

KARMA ROYAL SANUR TRAILS
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The Bajra Sandhi Monument serves as a tribute to the struggles of the Balinese people across history. The monument 
is situated in front of the Bali Governor’s Office in Denpasar, Indonesia, on the island of Bali. Erected in 1987, it was 
inaugurated on 14 June 2003 by President Megawati Sukarnoputri, marking a significant moment in the recognition 
of Bali’s rich cultural heritage and resilience.

Segara Ayu beach

Bajra Sandhi Monument

•  LAPANGAN RENON, BAJRA SHANDI PARK

Activity length with breaks : 30 minutes

Difficulty : Easy

Suitability : Suitable for all 

  FOR 1 ROUND JOGGING TRACK, 1.5 KM 
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Kertalangu Cultural Village uses the concept of Balinese culture in the past. It has a jogging track along the rice field.

Kertalangu Cultural Village
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•  KERTALANGU AGRICULTURAL 

Activity length with breaks : 1 hours 

Difficulty : Easy

Suitability : Suitable for all 

  AROUND 2 KM
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Tangkup Waterfall, Rice Field & Bamboo Forest Traverse

A short traverse trail exploring Undisan’s Bamboo forest, Subak systems of Bali in breezy paddy fields, and discovering 
a cool green canyon with a waterfall. Visiting Tangkup Waterfall requires a steep descent into the canyon and through 
the ankle-deep river, a lovely reward 

75% of trails are well-defined paved trails (easy), but 25% is a steep descent down to the Green Canyon River valley 
(easy-medium) from the Tangkup Waterfall. Exercise caution and attentiveness, particularly on descents and short 
slopes, where careful foot placement is essential. Although the trail does not require fording a river without a bridge, 
accessing Tangkup Waterfall necessitates a river crossing.

Upon reaching the canyon, a short 50-meter downstream walk in the river leads to Tangkup Waterfall (the water is 
ankle-deep and the riverbed is flat with sandy silt underfoot). Your experienced guides will assess the conditions 
for a safe passage, ensuring your enjoyment and safety throughout the journey. Be mindful of slippery stones both 
underwater and above, and heed the guidance and support of your knowledgeable guides for a secure and memorable 
experience.

This trail starts at Yang Api Market and finishes at D’Klumpu, a locally-owned eco-resort with delicious farm-to-table 
restaurant tea, fresh coffee here, and a lavatory.

Waterfall
(Goa Giri Campuhan)

Krisik Waterfall

Tukad Cepung Waterfall
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Grudugan Waterfall

•  UNDISAN VILLAGE TREKKING

Durationfor 5 km  : Chilled 3 hours/fast  1.5 hours

Difficulty : D3/F2.5 (medium)

Suitability : Moderate

Elevation : Ascent 230m / Descent 229m 

Altitude : elev. range 409-483m

  5 KM AND 10 KM 


